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Overview

• Black carbon is an important regional and global climate forcing agent
• However, studying it isn’t easy
• Optical properties depend strongly on composition and coating, which depend not only on source but atmospheric processing
• Need instruments to probe these processes directly
The SP-AMS

- Will vaporise particles containing black carbon
- Can chemically characterise and quantify the black carbon and its coating
- Will not vaporise particles that do not contain black carbon
- Is of most use when the measurement is collocated with other instruments, e.g. AMS, SP2, optical instruments
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Coefficient values ± one standard deviation
a = \(-7.153 ± 21.2\)
b = \(181.48 ± 28.1\)
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Data analysis

- PIKA analysis needed
- V mode was sufficient to resolve carbon clusters
Beam profile modification?
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Summary

• The SP-AMS has shown to be able to deliver composition of black carbon particles and its coatings during ambient sampling
• Need to link effects of composition to SP2 response and optical properties
• Calibration/focusing issues remain a challenge
• Much work ahead!
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